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Abstract

Background

Leishmanin Skin Test (LST) is considered as a useful indicator of past infection by Leish-

mania parasites. However, the temporal dynamics of a positive LST under different epidemi-

ologic scenarios and whether it relates to the protection against the recurrence of an overt

disease are not fully documented.

Methodology/Principal findings

We report here on a population based prospective study conducted on 2686 individuals liv-

ing in two foci located in Central Tunisia, to assess over a one-year epidemiologic season,

the incidence of Leishmania (L.) major infection and disease and changes in LST reactivity.

The two foci were both endemic for Cutaneous Leishmaniasis (CL) due to L. major, but con-

trasted in their history for this disease (ie: an old focus versus a recent focus).

We found that most infections occurred in the new focus (290/1000; 95% CI: 265–315

person-years) with an incidence rate of CL lesions 2.4 times higher than in the old focus.

Likewise, the rates of LST reactivity reversion and loss, in the new focus, were 99/1000[38–

116] person-years and 14/1000[8–21] person-years, respectively. Loss of LST reactivity

was not noticed in the old focus. Interestingly, the incidence rates of symptomatic infection

did not differ significantly according to the LST status at enrolment (negative versus positive)

between the combined foci and the new one.
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Conclusions/Significance

Our findings confirm LST as a good tool for assessing L. major cryptic infection. However,

the instability of the LST positivity in new foci should be considered as an important con-

founder of the outcome of this infection when developing a research protocol for vaccine

trial.

Author summary

This population-based cohort study is the first one conducted in the Old World which

compares the incidence of Zoonotic Cutaneous Leishmaniasis (ZCL) to the temporal

dynamics of LST in two foci contrasting in their past history for L major transmission.

Our results demonstrate that people living in an old CL focus with intense and sustained

exposure to L major, develop long-lasting immunity against the parasite resulting in pro-

tection against overt disease; This feature markedly differs from that observed in more

recent CL focus where overt CL occurs regardless of LST status. Our study highlights that

although LST is a useful epidemiological tool for monitoring leishmania transmission rate

over time, its use as a surrogate marker of protection against recurrence of CL or as an

inclusion criterion in vaccine trials, calls caution. Moreover, the intensity and past history

of Leishmania transmission in the study site should be anticipated as important confound-

ers of the outcome of infection and should be carefully addressed in the design of anti-

Leishmania vaccine trials.

Introduction

Leishmaniasis is a group of vector-borne diseases transmitted by the bite of phlebotomine

sand-flies that generate a heavy disease burden at the global level. In Tunisia (North Africa),

the yearly incidence of Cutaneous Leishmaniasis (CL) is ~20 to 30 per 100,000 persons. The

most frequent form, known as Zoonotic Cutaneous Leishmaniasis (ZCL), is caused by Leish-
mania (L.) major with rodents as animal reservoir and occurs in Central and Southern Tunisia

[1]. The parasite is transmitted to humans during summer through the bite of infected female

sandflies; with active cutaneous lesions emerging during autumn and winter and evolving

until spring. Hence the epidemiologic season of ZCL extends over one year from May to May

of the next year. The Leishmanin Skin Test (LST) or Montonegro test, is the most reliable and

easy to perform assay to assess in field studies, past or present infection of exposed individuals

by Leishmania spp [2, 3]. Therefore, in epidemiological surveys, LST positivity in individuals

without active cutaneous lesions or typical scars or any history of patent cutaneous sore (s), is

considered as indicative of prior asymptomatic infection [4]. It is well known that patients

developing overt ZCL are to some degree, protected against disease recurrence when exposed

in subsequent years to infected sand fly bites; Hence, LST positivity is inferred to correlate

with this protection [4, 5] and LST negative individuals are considered as constituting the pool

of susceptible in the exposed population. We have epidemiological evidence that the protection

conferred by past Leishmania infection is neither lifelong nor absolute, and that resistance to

reinfection is lost with time, particularly in the absence of continuous boosting of Leishmania
specific immune responses by infectious sandfly bites [5]. Furthermore, field observations for

decades in Tunisia, strongly suggest that clinical features and severity of ZCL are highly
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influenced by the age of parasite transmission in the area where the exposed population is liv-

ing (ie: old focus with long lasting transmission versus young or recent focus where L major
transmission was only recently recorded).

The main purpose of this prospective cohort study conducted in Central Tunisia was to

measure, over a complete ZCL transmission cycle (one year), changes in LST reactivity and

monitor L. major infection and disease, under two different epidemiologic scenarios: an old

ZCL focus compared to a recent (young) one. Evaluation of these parameters is critical for

understanding the dynamic of ZCL transmission patterns and for providing evidence basis for

control measures and design of vaccine trials.

Methods

Fieldwork

A prospective cohort study was simultaneously conducted from March 2009 to May 2010 in

five villages endemic for ZCL, located in the Governorates of Sidi-Bouzid (Mbarkia, Dhouibet)

and Kairouan (Mnara, Msaadia, Ksour), Central Tunisia. According to the local surveillance

system, Mnara has evidence of a long-established Leishmania transmission in the region (cases

have been reported since 1981), while the 4 remaining villages are considered as new foci

(cases have been reported since 2005 ie: less than 5 years before the implementation of the

present study).

Enrolment and follow-up of participants

This study was performed under the international (Declaration of Helsinki) and national regu-

lations. The study protocol was reviewed and approved by the ethical committee of Institut

Pasteur de Tunis as well as the Ministry of Health and its regional representatives in Central

Tunisia.

The cohort was based on households that were selected from each village through a two-

stage cluster sampling scheme with clusters of equal sizes based on an updated census list pro-

vided by the Tunisian National Institute of Statistics. The first stage consisted of a random

selection of 25 districts (each district contains about 70 dwellings in general) from the five vil-

lages. The second stage consisted of a random selection of ~25 to 30 households per district to

permit a sub sample of ~75 to 100 volunteers per district.

At each sampled household, every resident aged 5 to 65 years was enrolled in the cohort

after written informed consent obtained from each participant and/or their parents/legal

guardians, as appropriate.

At baseline (March-May 2009), just before start of the L. major transmission season, infor-

mation was collected on household members with regard to demographic (age, gender), socio-

economic (education, annual income, occupation), past family and personal history of CL,

and description of the dwelling. All eligible individuals were physically examined for detection

of typical scars or lesions and were tested using LST (LST1).

LST was performed by intradermal injection of 100 microliters of Leishmanin suspension

containing 5x106/ml of L. major promastigotes in 0.5% phenol saline. The induration was

measured along two diameters by the ball point pen technique after 48h by the Sokal’s tech-

nique [6]. Induration with a diameter of 5 mm was considered as a positive response. The skin

test antigen used was prepared and provided by Pasteur Institute of Iran (reference strain

MRHO/IR/75/ER). Preparation and quality control of Leishmanin were performed according

to a previously published protocol [7]. Briefly, promastigotes of L. major were grown in NNN

medium, then transferred to RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 40% fetal calf serum
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(FCS) and incubated at 25˚C. Cultured promastigotes were harvested at stationary growth

phase, centrifuged at 4000 g for 30 minutes and washed with saline solution.

To allow an early detection of incident ZCL cases in the study population, every enrolled

dwelling was visited twice a month, during nine months (from September 2009 to May 2010)

all over the season of disease emergence. All individuals who developed lesions were parasito-

logically confirmed: parasites were detected i) in exudates collected from lesions smeared on

slides and ii) in culture using coagulated rabbit serum (CRS) medium [8]. All ZCL cases were

referred to the nearest health center for case management.

A second LST was applied to all volunteers on May 2010, just before the next transmission

season (LST2). A stringent quality control was applied to the LST procedures to reduce the

risk of systematic errors [9]. The two tests were performed for the same patient by the same

technician according to a standard protocol, so as to avoid common causes of variation in the

execution (the amount of injected antigen; the site and depth of the injection and the physio-

logical status of the patient). The reaction of each subject was read two times by each of two

different observers under blind conditions as much as possible.

Outcomes definitions and analysis plan

All individuals of the cohort were followed as described during one full epidemiologic season

(12 months) to detect and investigate those who developed the disease. This information per-

mitted to assess the following incidence densities:

Number of cases onset
Person time at risk ðPTRÞ

i. rate of LST conversion (incidence of infection):

Number of persons who converted their reaction (a negative LST1 (LST size < 5 mm) and a

positive LST2 (LST> = 5 mm)] / (PTR),

ii. rate of LST reversion:

Number of persons with positive LST1 and negative LST2 / PTR,

iii. rate of LST reactivity loss:

Number of persons with LST reversion in which there was at least a 5 mm decrease in the

mean reaction size of LST2 compared to LST1/ PTR,

iv. incidence of Leishmaniasis cases (symptomatic infection):

Number of persons without any active skin lesion at enrolment that later develop an active

lesion diagnosed as leishmaniasis/ PTR.

Person-time at risk (PTR) was calculated differently for infection and disease rates, because

persons were regularly under surveillance for disease but assessed only two times for infection:

at enrolment before the ZCL transmission season, and at the end of follow up, one year later

just before the next transmission season. As for disease, a subject is eligible to contribute per-

son-time to the study as long as that person is disease-free i.e. still remains at risk of developing

the first lesion of interest. As for infection, the time contributed by each subject at risk was

assumed to be one year.

Rates of LST conversion, reversion, and loss of LST reactivity were measured only on the

pool of persons who were tested twice (i.e. for LST1 and LST2). To contribute to person-time

at risk, participants were required to be LST1 negative for LST conversion, and LST1 positive

for reversion and for loss of LST reactivity.
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The LST reactivity at enrolment was considered to refine the estimation of the incidence of

leishmaniasis cases according to LST result at baseline.

Rates with 95% Confidence Interval (CI) were calculated for both “focus category” and

“alternative focus category” and stratified by age groups and gender. The Relative Risk (RR) of

developing a CL lesion was also calculated for each risk factor (focus, age and gender).

The sampling design was taken into account in the analysis. Data were weighted to reduce

the potential for bias due to nonresponse. Weights were calculated by means of the French

INSEE software CALMAR 2 [10]. Raking ratio calibration[11] option was applied using age

and gender distribution of the target population reported in the census data.

Between-group comparisons were carried out using T-tests, analysis of variance (ANOVA),

or Mann-Witney test for continuous variables, and χ2 test or fisher’s exact test for variables

expressed in frequencies. A 5% significance level was adopted (p�0.05).

Data were analyzed using STATA/IC 11.0 (StataCorp, College Station, TX).

Results

A house to house survey recruited 2686 individuals with 2186 and 500 individuals living in the

new and old focus respectively. LST1 was done and read in 1688 and 405 individuals in either

focus, respectively. Most missing individuals were absent during household visits. Table 1

shows the basic characteristics of the study population.

The weighted LST1 results showed that 56% of the population under study have been

exposed to Leishmania parasites but with salient differences between the two foci: LST1 posi-

tivity was 2.3 times greater in the old focus (99%) than in the new focus (43%); (p<10−3).

Between the first and the second LST, 363 subjects were lost from follow-up: one case died,

115 declined receiving LST2, and 247 others were not present in the dwelling during LST2 vis-

its (17.3%). Hence, only 1395 (82.6%) individuals from the new focus and 335 (82.7%) from

the old one were re-tested before the start of the next transmission season (Fig 1). The LST2

participation rates were almost similar in both areas. Except for personal history of LCZ, no

statistically significant difference was found in the distribution by age, sex, educational level or

agricultural activity between the two foci in the pool of LST1 and LST2 tested persons

(Table in S1 Table). However, there was a significant difference between LST2 participants

Table 1. Selected baseline characteristics of study participants by focus (counts reflect weighting).

Old focus

(n = 405)

New focus

(n = 1688)

Both foci

(n = 2093) P value

Median Age (IQR1) (yrs) 25 (14–43) 24 (14–38) 25 (14–39) NS3

Females % (95% CI2) 54 (50–57) 52 (50–54) 52 (51–54) NS

Education % (95% CI) NS

Under school age 2 (0–3) 4 (3–5) 3 (2–4)

Illiterate 24 (20–28) 21 (19–23) 21 (19–23)

Primary 47 (42–52) 53 (51–56) 52 (50–54)

Secondary 26 (22–30) 21 (19–23) 22 (20–24)

University 2 (1–4) 2 (1–3) 2 (1–3)

Farming occupation % (95% CI) 1 (0–3) 3(2–4) 3 (2–3) NS

History of ZCL/Scars % (95% CI) 36 (33–39) 18 (17–20) 22 (21–24) <10−3

1IQR: Interquartile range.
2CI: Confidence Interval.
3NS: Non significant

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008550.t001
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and non-participants with regard to sex and age. In fact, women, children and elderly were

more likely to be at home at the time of the interviewer’s visit than adult men.

Dynamics of LST reactivity after one ZCL transmission season

LST conversion (Incidence of infection). Among the 1730 LST participants tested before

and after one-year epidemiologic season, 218 were LST1 negative at baseline but converted to

LST2 positive and 98% among them lived in the new focus.

The incidence rate of infection (defined as LST conversion rate) was 295/1000 person-years

at risk overall, and 290/1000 person-years in the new focus where most individuals LST nega-

tive at baseline were living (Table 2). In the old focus, the number of LST negative was so low

at baseline as to allow any meaningful comparison (it should be calculated as 1000/1000 per-

son-years). Likewise, the mean increase in LST induration size was higher in the old focus

compared to the new one (10.5 mm [8.3–12.7] versus 8.8 mm [8.3–9.4]). Overall, asymptom-

atic infection rate, as measured by skin test conversion in the absence of any detectable lesion

was 286/1000 [261–311] person-years. It was 281/1000 [256–306] person-years in the new

focus. The very few individuals (four subjects) from the old focus who were LST1 negative at

baseline all have converted to positive following LST2 without developing lesions. The inci-

dence of infection was higher in older age (p<10−3), but did not significantly differ according

to gender.

LST reversion and reactivity loss. Of the 1114 individuals who were tested LST positive

at enrolment, 61 reverted their LST to negative after one epidemiologic season with a mean

decrease in the reaction size of 6.84 mm [6.26–7.34]. All of these 61 subjects were living in the

new focus.

Fig 1. Flowchart of study participants enrolled and Leishmanin skin tested. LST: Leishmanin skin test, n: analyzed,

n’: lost to follow up. LST1: The first LST performed at baseline: March-May 2009, just before Leishmania major
transmission season. LST2: The second LST applied to all volunteers on May 2010, just before the next transmission

season.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008550.g001
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Overall, the rate of LST reversion was 56/1000 person-years at risk. It was also higher in per-

sons over 25 years old (p = 0.036) and in females compared to males (p = 0.029).

We observed a loss of LST reactivity in 47 out of 1730 (2.7%) people who had LST1 and

LST2, none of them had any comorbidity or used any immunosuppressive drug. As already

noted, such reversion was not recorded in the old focus.

The rate of LST reactivity loss was 8/1000 person-years in both foci combined. The higher

rates were found in the age groups under 25-year old (p<10−3). No statistically significant dif-

ference was found in rates of LST reactivity loss between males and females.

Cutaneous Leishmaniasis cases (symptomatic infection)

Among the 2093 subjects who completed the clinical follow up for active case detection during

one year, we identified 60 incident CL cases (new foci: 53 of 1688; 3.1%; old focus: 7 of 405;

1.7%). If one considers the 1730 subjects who had both LST1 and LST2 measures, 50 developed

patent CL lesion. The ten other CL cases occurred in the 363 participants (2.8%) who were

tested for LST1 and had a clinical follow up, but were not tested for LST2. Only one of these

ten incident cases occurred in the old focus.

Microscopic examination of smeared exudates from cutaneous sores, detected Leishmania
amastigotes in all incident cases (100%). Culture in SLC medium was done in 43 cases out of

60. It led to the growth of promastigotes in 27 samples (62.8%), was negative in 11 (25.6%),

and was contaminated in five (11.6%).

Fig 2 illustrates the temporal pattern of lesion onset. Most lesions (88%) appeared between

October and December of 2009. Lesions developed at any time from infancy to old age with a

mean age of patients at 24.20 ±16.8 (range 6–65 years). A significant association was found

between age and CL lesion onset (p�10−3). About 50% of cases occurred in the range 5–15

years. Of the 60 cases of active CL, 25 (42%) were males and 35 (58%) females (p = NS).

Fig 3 shows the observed results of CL active lesions detected in each study focus after one

ZCL season. The 50 CL cases for whom LST1 and LST2 results were available were distributed

as follows with regard to changes in the LST reactivity: 7 individuals (14%) converted a nega-

tive LST1 to a positive LST2 with a mean increase in size of the LST reaction of 10.5 mm; 23

individuals (46%) had a positive LST1 and a positive LST2 after one year with a mean increase

in size of the LST reaction of 2.5 mm. For 19 individuals (38%) LST1 and LST2 were both

Table 2. Dynamics of Leishmanin Skin Test (LST) reactivity after one epidemiological season by focus, age and gender (Counts reflect weighting).

Rate1 of LST conversion [95% CI2] Rate1 of LST reversion [95% CI]

Any reversion Reversion with loss

Focus New Old Both Old New New

Total 290 (265–315) 1000 (770–1000) 295 (270–321) 0 99 (83–116) 14 (8–21)

Age (years)

[5–15[ 207 (174–246) - 210 (170–250) 0 90 (63–128) 17 (7–39)

[15–25[ 147 (116–184) 1000 (646–1000) 160 (130–200) 0 68 (44–104) 22 (10–46)

[25–40[ 414 (372–456) 1000 (601–1000) 420 (380–460) 0 126 (93–167) 10 (3–28)

[40–65] 397 (347–449) - 400 (350–450) 0 106 (79–142) 11 (4–28)

Gender

Female 298 (269–329) 1000 (772–1000) 293 (258–328) 0 66 (52–81) 13 (6–19)

Male 283 (254–313) - 298 (262–334) 0 45 (32–58) 3 (0–6)

1Per 1000 person-years at risk.
2 CI: Confidence Interval.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008550.t002
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negative with a 0.7 mm mean increase in the size of LST reaction. Only one patient in this

group was diabetic and none of the others had chronic disease or were taking immunosuppres-

sive drugs. Twelve of these cases (63.2%) had one lesion only and all lesions were>3 months

old when LST2 was performed. The last CL case (2%), aged 9, had a borderline positive LST1

and a 1.5 mm decrease in LST2 reactivity size compared to LST1. The two latter phenotypes of

LST size decrease were only observed in the new (young) focus.

The incidence rate of leishmaniasis during the study period in the two foci combined was

29/1000 person-years at risk (Table 3). The risk of CL case emergence was almost 2.4 times

higher in the new focus compared to the old one (p = 0.001). The risk of developing ZCL

lesions was also significantly higher in the age group 5-25-year old than in more aged groups.

Incidence was greater in males than females, although the difference did not reach statistical

significance.

Fig 2. Month of onset of actively detected Cutaneous Leishmaniasis lesions.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008550.g002

Fig 3. The observed counts of lesions, by focus, according to the Leishmanin Skin Test (LST) positivity before and after one Zoonotic

Cutaneous Leishmaniasis emergence season. LST+: Positive Leishmanin skin test, LST-: Negative Leishmanin skin test, n: number of

Cutaneous Leishmaniais active lesions. LST1: The first LST performed at baseline: March-May 2009, just before Leishmania major
transmission season. LST2: The second LST applied to all volunteers on May 2010, just before the next transmission season.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008550.g003
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Importantly, the incidence rates of symptomatic infection did not differ significantly

according to the results of LST at enrolment (either negative or positive) and this was also true

when combining data from both foci, as well as when considering only data from the new

focus (Table 4).

Discussion

This cohort study was conducted in two types of foci endemic for ZCL due to L major (an old

focus and a more recent one) to better understand over a one year follow up, the natural his-

tory and dynamics of infection and the predictive value of LST for overt disease occurrence.

We show that the incidence of infection, as assessed by LST conversion rate, was high in the

study area, but individuals were at higher risk of developing symptomatic leishmaniasis in the

new (young) focus only. Likewise, the rate of LST reversion and reactivity loss was significantly

Table 3. Incidence rates of Cutaneous Leishmaniasis lesions by focus, age and gender. (Counts reflect weighting).

N1 Person-years Rate2 [95% CI3] RR4 [95% CI] P value

Focus

New 101 3015 34 [27–41] 2.43 [1.37–4.30] 0.001

Old 13 942 14 [6–21]

Age (years)

[5–25[ 69 1971 35 [27–43] 1.55 [1.07–2.24] 0.020

[25–65] 45 1986 23 [16–30]

Gender

Male 60 1882 32 [24–40] 1.23 [0.85–1.76] NS5

Female 54 2075 26 [19–33]

Total 114 3957 29 [24–34]

1N: weighted number of incident leishmaniasis cases
2Per 1000 person-years at risk
3CI: Confidence Interval
4RR: Risk ratio
5NS: Non-significant.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008550.t003

Table 4. Incidence rates of Cutaneous Leishmaniasis according to baseline Leishmanin Skin Test (LST) positivity (counts reflect weighting).

Baseline immune status N1 Person-years Rate2[95% CI3] RR4 [95% CI]

Both foci combined

LST positive 58 2212 26 [19–33] 1

LST negative 56 1745 32 [24–40] 0.92 [0.63–1.36]

New focus

LST positive 45 1283 35 [25–45] 1

LST negative 56 1732 32 [24–40] 1.22 [0.85–1.76]

Old focus

LST positive 13 942 14 [6–21] -

LST negative 0 0 - -

1N: weighted number of incident leishmaniasis cases
2Per 1000 person-years at risk
3CI: Confidence Interval
4RR: Risk ratio.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008550.t004
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higher in the new focus. Loss of LST reactivity was not noticed in the old focus. Most impor-

tantly, the occurrence of overt CL in both foci was irrelevant to the pre-existent LST status.

This study is the first one conducted in North Africa to prospectively estimate the incidence

of CL infection at the populational level using a representative sample of exposed individuals.

When the present study was implemented in 2009–2010, one focus was categorized as recent/

young (i.e. LCZ cases have appeared in this area for less than 5 years), compared to the old

focus where LCZ cases were reported since several decades earlier. Even if the status of that

focus is no longer young today, the concentric spatial extension of ZCL in Central Tunisia

since 1980 [1] continuously creates new foci where the main observations reported in the pres-

ent study, most likely still hold true. Overall, the incidence rate of newly acquired Leishmania
infection (defined as the rate of LST conversion) was 295/1000 person-years, of whom 97%

exhibited no symptoms as the incidence rate of overt CL was 29/1000 person-years. This figure

highlights the fact that in the two study areas, the very large majority of individuals bitten by

infected sandflies, will remain asymptomatic. Strictly speaking, we cannot exclude that our

survey may have missed some cutaneous sores appearing beyond the end point of the study,

either because the inoculation of the parasite by sandfly bite occurred lately during the trans-

mission season, or because of a very long incubation period of the disease or because reactiva-

tion of latent parasites as occasionally reported [12]. Indeed, although most CL do have

incubation periods that range from two weeks to few months, longer incubation periods

extending up to several years have been occasionally reported in Old World CL [13, 14]. How-

ever, this bias is likely marginal. Besides, the warming trend observed during the past few

decades due to climate change has or may have resulted in the prolongation of the warm sea-

son, and thus in the lengthening of the transmission season [15, 16].

Similar results were reported in a prospective study conducted in Colombia which investi-

gated the dynamics of CL infection and clinical manifestations using LST conversion [12].

Study areas were considered to be of low to moderate endemicity. Overall incidence rates

infection and disease found were 66/1000 person-years and 4.7/1000 person-years, respec-

tively. Most primary infections (91%) were subclinical [12]. Subclinical infections seem to be

more frequent in endemic areas with low-exposure level to Leishmania strains [5, 12]. It was

proposed that low virulence parasites might confer protection [17]. Unfortunately, we could

not compare the rates of asymptomatic infection between old and new foci in our study due to

the very low number of incident infections in the old focus. Another longitudinal study on

Andean CL in six Peruvian valleys revealed a lower percentage of subclinical infections(14–

17%) [4]. One should stress the difficulty to compare between epidemiologic studies con-

ducted in different countries because of differences in transmission rates, circulating Leish-
mania strains, the type of leishmanin used and the characteristics of the study population.

Some studies have suggested that one single administration of LST, is capable by itself, to

induce an immune response in the recipient or stimulate a pre-existing immune response to

Leishmania parasites [18, 19]. A repeated skin testing for diagnostic purposes can therefore

hinder the interpretation of LST reaction and may elicit LST conversion to positive in people

previously tested negative. As such, it might result in some overestimation of LST conversion

rate in our study.

When incidence rates were analysed according to age, there was a higher rate of LST con-

version in older people over age 25, while the rate of LST reactivity loss and the risk of symp-

tomatic infection were higher among younger ages. These interesting findings are consistent

with many prior reports which indicate that older persons with a longer average duration of

stay in endemic areas might have had longer exposure to infective sandfly bites which continu-

ously boost their immune response, compared to younger people [12, 20, 21]. Thus, most (re)-

infections in adults remain symptomless and positive LST at this age might persist lifelong.
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ZCL control is difficult due to the complexity of transmission cycle and the costliness of

effective strategies compared to the limited resources available in developing countries. Hence,

vaccine development would be the most cost effective control strategy for CL. So far, attempts

to develop such vaccine have failed for several reasons [22, 23]. The validity of the methodol-

ogy applied in vaccine clinical trials may also be questioned. Indeed, the LST reaction has been

used in such trials, not only as a criterion for inclusion of study participants (as LST negative

individuals), but also as an outcome indicator of vaccine efficacy [24, 25]. Participants with

negative LST were presumed immunologically naïve to the parasite and susceptible to infec-

tion; Hence they were included in vaccine trials investigating the immunogenicity and efficacy

of vaccine candidates as featured by LST conversion [18, 25, 26]. As discussed above, a sensiti-

zation to Leishmania antigens can be induced by a single LST application to individuals living

in areas free of Leishmaniasis [18, 19]. This fact, stresses the necessity to re-evaluate the useful-

ness of LST in clinical vaccine trials against Leishmaniasis.

Our longitudinal study allowed us to evaluate the dynamics of LST reactivity under two dif-

ferent past history of transmission. The individual LST positivity appeared fairly stable over

time in old endemic areas where transmission of Leishmania was continuing for more than 25

years, whereas in the new focus, a significant LST reversion (to negative) was observed follow-

ing one single epidemiologic season. Thus, persons living in an old focus who got infected

long ago and were continuously exposed to the parasite, are more likely to display a long last-

ing positive LST reactivity [27] and LST negative individuals are very scarce in such setting. In

contrast, individuals with recently acquired infection are more prone to lose their LST positiv-

ity over time, accounting for the observed LST fluctuation in recent foci [28] and as corrobo-

rated by our findings.

A rapid decay of a weak memory T cells response over the one year follow up long term

memory responses are dependent on the persistence of antigenic stimulation by residual para-

sites. In the mouse model of leishmaniasis, once parasites are eliminated, mice lost their

immunity indicating that persistent parasites are important in maintaining a long term cell-

mediated immune response [27]. Hence, we may consider that the development in humans of

a long term memory T cells could be hampered by a total clearance of parasites after CL heal-

ing. In fact, our group has previously reported that no parasite Leishmania DNA nor revivable

Leishmania parasite could be recovered from the cutaneous biopsy of the scar of healed cuta-

neous leishmaniasis due to L major [29]. Such result might suggest that a total clearance of

Leishmania in ZCL due to L major is a possible option, at least in some patients. In these cases

particularly, the longevity of LST reactivity will rely on the continuous exposure of the patients

to Leishmania antigens through repeated biting by infected sand flies as experienced in an old

established focus with intense transmission. Possibly, a short history of exposure to infected

sandfly bites as in a recent focus may lead to a more or less rapid decay and even a loss of LST

reactivity. The lack of stability of the positive LST reaction in new (young) foci may be confus-

ing while selecting candidates for vaccine trials.

As there is evidence that exposure to sandfly saliva may play a protective role [30–32], the

addition of sandfly salivary components to anti-leishmanial vaccine have been tried to develop

novel vaccine candidates [33]. Recently, our group has confirmed that individuals living in an

old endemic focus, repeatedly exposed to Phlebotomus papatasi sandfly bites, express higher

IgG antibodies to sandfly saliva antigens and IFN-γ levels compared to those living in a new

focus [34].

Several studies have looked at the relation between lesions characteristics (such as lesion

age, lesion localization and time since healing [35–38]) and LST characteristics. It takes

between a few days to two months of disease evolution for LST to become positive. Beyond

two months, a low LST reactivity should be regarded as a poor host immune response.
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However, little attention has been paid to the impact of the disease background of the study

area on LST performance. We found that few patients (n = 19) from the new focus remained

LST negative despite parasitologically confirmed CL of over 3 months old. Except for one

patient with diabetes, these cases had neither associated chronic co-morbidity nor immuno-

suppressive drugs consumption.

Several hypotheses may account for this unusual phenotype. One possibility is that these

patients will develop a positive reaction later than 3 months after lesion appearance. Another

possibility is that the cut off value of 5 mm that segregates between the negative and positive

LST reactions may not be valid to all individuals. Some CL patients may develop a weak LST

reaction of less than 5 mm possibly and this phenotype does not preclude development of a

potent T cell immunity to Leishmania antigens. When comparing the LST reactivity with in

vitro lymphoproliferative responses to Leishmania antigens we have observed occasional

patients with negative LST (<5mm) with otherwise good lymphoproliferative responses [39].

Similar observations were made after BCG vaccination where some apparently healthy indi-

viduals fail to convert their tuberculin skin test which remains persistently negative even after

revaccination. As for CL patients, it is interesting to note that the phenotype of negative LST2

was observed only in the new (young focus) which suggests that it may be linked to the short

history of exposure.

The present study has yielded different findings than those obtained through previous

cohort study performed by our group in Dhiba and Remada in Southern-East of Tunisia [5].

These two areas were prototypic recent foci where L. major invaded the population and

reached epidemic dimensions in 1993, more than 20 years after the discovery of this disease in

Central Tunisia [5]. This previous study revealed that individuals with a history of ZCL or with

asymptomatic infection (CL scars and/or baseline LST positivity) exhibit resistance to reinfec-

tion that increases in proportion to the size of the LST reaction at baseline, independently of

the transmission pressure [5]. The discrepancy between this study and the present one might

be explained, at least in part, by the different age groups involved in the follow-up. The previ-

ous cohort was restricted to school children whereas our present cohort included all age

groups. Nevertheless, some of our findings might reflect some peculiarities of the study area

and should be reproduced in other ecologic settings in order to be generalized.

We found that a negative LST at time of enrolment was not predictive of a significant

increased risk of developing overt CL. The risk of developing a new active lesion was almost

similar in LST negative individuals supposed to be susceptible to infection and in LST positive

ones supposed to be resistant with the former group displaying a higher increase in mean LST

reaction size. Our data support that LST positivity might indicate a sensitisation to Leishmania
antigens possibly triggered by a previous infection but it does not support that it is a marker of

protection against disease recurrence. Hence LST positivity should not be considered as a sur-

rogate marker of protective immunity [20, 40, 41].

In a study reported from Iran [20], 273 volunteers, with positive LST at baseline, were

enrolled in an area with a very high incidence of CL and then followed for up to 3-year period.

The annual incidence of CL in this group was close to the incidence observed during the same

frame time among the general population living in the same endemic area, however the sever-

ity of the disease was lower in the study group [20]. Furthermore, a study has revealed that

patients with South-American CL due to Leishmania (Viannia) braziliensis and a negative

LST, had a 3.4 fold higher risk of relapse after successful treatment, compared to CL patients

with a positive LST [42]. It was concluded that low LST responses predict relapse after treat-

ment of American CL Patients with negative skin test at the time of diagnosis, are in need for

higher doses or longer therapy in order to prevent relapse [42]. The impact of LST status on
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the severity of the subsequent disease, healing duration and disease recurrence, was beyond

the scope of our study and warrants further studies.

In humans, the outcome of infection by Leishmania parasites is a result of a complex inter-

play between the host immune system and the inoculated parasites [12, 43–46]. Although

many aspects of vector–pathogen interactions have been successfully deciphered, important

questions related to mechanisms of resistance or susceptibility to Leishmania in humans, are

still poorly understood. Our study stresses the importance of investigating the mechanisms of

immunity that efficiently protect people against symptomatic infection, by electively targeting

human populations living in old endemic foci where they are continuously exposed to para-

sites (re) inoculated by infective sandfly bites. This population may have developed on the long

term stable mechanisms of resistance against the disease that are not yet fully developed in

people living in more recent foci as evidenced by the temporal fluctuations in LST reactivity in

such setting. This information will be crucial for the optimal design of anti-Leishmania vac-

cines trials.
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